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Foreword*

ti adness you can get easily, in quantity: tbd,road is
smooth, and it lies close By," the Greek poet Hesiod
wrote in about 800 B.C. But in front of excellence," he
continued, "the immortal gods have put sweat, and

long and steep is the way to it, and rough at first. But when you 4
come to, the top, then it is easy,. even though it is hard."

I am certain the members of State Board of Education and all
of you who worked sd hard for over,a year toproduce these
model graduation requirentents agree with Hesiod. I am equally
certain you must be very pleased with the results. I congratulate you, .

',and on behalf of the. people of California, I sa17-"thank you" for taking
a positive step in helping restore excellence to our public schools. Of
course, as the Greek poet ren-ii7-ded us, even when we get to the top,
it will not be easy to stay there. Yet, I know we cannot afford to.
remain where we areto let the educational foundations of our
society continue to be eroded, as the National CommiSsion on
Excellence in Education 'said, "by a tieie of mediocrity that

rethreatens our very future as a nation an a people."
I believe we are on the right road with these model graduation

requirements and with our other reform efforts. And I believe the
people of this state intend for us to continue to rebuild our,
educational foundations with the proven elements of "school
effectiveness."

Soon after I took office, I asked 27 task. force memberson the
basis of their ex riences as educators or school board membersto
identify for us ich elements are found most often in effective
schools.'The t k force identified qlmajor "school effectiveness"
factors, almo all of which can be related to the Board's. model
graduation quirements: 4

1. Aca mic focus. The primary goals of effective schools' are academic
ones that focus on student learnii'k and achievement.

2. Rigorous content. Students are exposd4, to a broad-based academic
curriculum, including reading, language, mathematics, science,
physical education/health, social studies, and fine arts.



3. Safe and old
schools are

Coordinated
. clearly dill

Iv environment. The learning environments in effective

fe and free of'disruption.
curriculum. Classroom learning is related directly to
ated objectives for all students in all subject areas.

5. Maximum use of time. Clearly eStairlished- allocations of time are

.reservedsfor each of the basic subjects.

6. llagular ho.rnework. Homewoit in effective schoOls is structured and
°..baod on the 'core objectives of the surriFulum.

7. Teacher-directed instruction. Teachersa*Ae the primary responsibility
for instruction, including the introduction of new concepts and skills

.and the monitoring of student learning.

8. Variety of.teacking strategies.. Teachers 'in effective schools are able to
adapt teaching strategies to fit the diagnosed needs of their students.

9.. High standards and expectations. The academic standards in effective
schools are predicated on the belief' that alt students cap learn. High
(1,pectations are evident both in the policies and practices of the
school and in the behavior of students and teachers.

10. Regular assessment. Broad-based and regularly used assessment
procedures are focused on the outcorfieskrf student learning.
Assessment results are used to guide instruction, assess Ole
curriculum, develop school goals, and plan for proteirsional growth
activities

11. Instructional leadership. Instructional leaders in effective schools have
the vision to know where to take a school.and the ability to get the
resources to move to that goal.

_Lila addition to identifying the major factors that it believes arei'
found most often in effective schools, the task force, identified five
other supporting factors: CV opportunities for student responsibility
and involvement; (21 structured staff developnwnt; (31 widespread
recognition; 141 home-school cooperation and support; and 151 a sense
of community! The task force also found that "high expectations can
be regarded as a press for excellence in everything that staff and
students.' undertake." fThe road to excellence,as the Greek poet H lod said, is long and
steep' and rough, but to travel on any other rod seems senseless to
me. Therefore, I hope you will work with me to make all of
California's scjzools the most effective institutions of learning in,the
world. lAtt us begin by supporting both the spirit and the intent of
Raising Expectadons: Modql Graduation Requirements.

Superintendent of Public Instruction
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Preface

_1(
ur nation is at risk" reports the National Commission
on Excellence in Education. Then, in its report to the
American people, the commission identifies. the
reasons. "Our once unchallenged preeminence in

cisirnun roe, industiy, science, and technological inn&itlop is being
overt by competitors throughout the world ... the educational'
foundations of our society are presently being eroded bj.a rising tide
of mediocrity that. threatens our very future as a nation and a people.
What was unimaginable a generation ago has begun to occurothers
are matching and surpassing our educ-ational attainments.",

Just as the national commission points. to the problems in
education throughout the United States, the California State Board of
Education recognizes the crisis in education facing this state. Today,,
many California students are enrolled in relatively few academic
courses from grade seven upward, with the consequence that they
complete only half as many academic courses as most of the
students in the rest of the nation do. Although California's
technology -based industries lead the nation in employing people /
tiyiued in mathematics and science, many students in California
complete high school with little or no work in these subjects.

High school graduation requirements were mandated by state law
until 1969. Since th3t time the requirements have been established
inoiependently -by the state's 362 school districts that maintain high
schools. Over the.intervening years local circumstances and financial
inequities have resulted in the adoption of disparate standards in
which it has beeh possible for students in one district to graduate
with 190 units while students another district needed as many as
265. units.

The urgent need for more unarm standards has been recognized
by leading statewide educational organizations for some time. For

N -lion at Risk: The Imperative for Educational Reform. Prepared by the National Commis-

sion on Excellence in Education. Washington: US. Department of Education. April, 1983, p. 5.



Secondaryexample, the Coalition for Intermediate(and Secondary Education
Improvement recommended, "The,State Board of Edu Cation should'
coordinate the development.,of 11) model graduation, requirements,
and (2) curriculunh standards, set forth in.specifid competencies, and

.
provide these to local "school bones in ;1983. "., Accordingly, the State
Board determined in the fall of 11182 to establish model high. school L
graduation requirements as a matter of first importance in improving )
the quality of education in the state. The Board formed Its
Commi'tte'e (in Master Plan for Excellence"in California Schools'
(Master Plan Committee) to oVersee,the. development of the model.

In-carrying out its charge from the Board, the Master Plan
Committee surveyed current graduation requirements throughout
California and elsewhere in the nation; and with assistance from the
Curriculum Development and Supplemental Materials Commission, it

in December, 1982, a preliminary draft of a .model of
suggested standards for-comment and recommendations and held
public hearings throughout the state. At these public hearings the
Master Plan Committee received valuable suggestions from teachers,
administrators, professional organizations, parents, and many. others.
An Of the material, from the hearings was carefully considered in ;.

formulating the final model, which vas unanimously approved by tte
Board On June 10, 1983.3

The Berard is gratified by the'Widespread upport its model has
received, and it is very pleased that some dishicts already have
adopted, the model graduation requirements. /

Through state legislation (ACR 14) enacted on April 8,4983,- the
State Board was urged to recmire each school district governing board
to compare its existing graduation recidirements and curriculum
standards with the model standards deVeloped by the State Board of
Education and the Superintendent of Public Instruction. Accordingly,
the Board has requested each district maintaining high schools to ,.

,review, during. the 1983-84 academic year, its present and planAd
graduation requirements and to use the Board's model as a yardstick.
The districts haver been requested to report to the Board by June 1,
1984,, the graduation requirements which they have established or
plan to.est 4 lish. The Board has also suggested that schOols phase in
the distri pproved graduation requirements for students entering
high school in the fall of 1984 and graduating in the spring of 1988.

The Board recognizes that a six-period or seven-period day may be
necessary in many schools to implement the model and still providt,
for a program that allow-A for a number of electives. It is also aware
that other current conditions may present difficulties in the

Reports: Coalition for Intermediate and Secondary Education improvement. Los Angeles:
Coalition for Intermediate and Secondary Education Improvement, September, 1982, p. 1.

,See Appendix A for the chronoloky in the development of the model.



implementatiVm of the model, such as the shortage of funds and
teachers. The Board remains committed to continue to'seek solutions
to these problems. However,..,the Board believes the first step must be
to set forth a state goal qualityfor education for all students. The
statement of the goal provides the rationale to address more
effectively these other 'pressing needs.

By adopting model graduation requirements, the Board challeugeS
local school districts to raise their Sights and to recognize what is
necessary to achieve excellebce in 'educatiOn. If they me1it the Board"s
challenge, local districts will-be involved in the development of their
own high school graduation requirements, and local communities will
participate in the comparison of local standards to those of the
model. Ohly such participation can result(in the necessary
commitment for effective reform.

The-Board,- along with the.. National ComMission on Excellence in

Education, &rest not.helieve that a public commitment to
excellence and educational) reform -must be made at the expense of a
strong public conunitimemt to the equitable treatment of our dhArse
poPulation. The twin goals of equity and high quality schooling have
prolbunci and practical meaning for our economy and 'society, and
we cannot penult one to rield to the other in Onciple or in
practice. To do so would deny young people their chance to learn
and live according to the aspirations and abilities."'

The national commissio , in its report, cautions that "Ills -y is not
kind 1.0 idiers."5 We must act decisively, and- we must act now. The
consequences of deferred action in terms of costs to our state and
the lives of our youth al, unaccepta,blerAs the C:mnission so---aptly-
conclud4 "It is their An erica, and the Avrerica of all of us, that is
at risk; it is to each of Us that this imperative is addressed' It is by
our willingness to take up the challenge, and our re Solve to see it
through, that America's place- in the world will he either secured or
forfeited. Americans have succeeded before and so we shall (again.''
is in this spirit that the State .Board of Education submits its modet
high school graduation requirements to the people of California.

1 ,Vation (tisk, p. 13.
1 p. 6.

61lbi(1 . p. :16.
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Tot e students, present and future,
of California schools



Introduction
The State ,Board's Model
Graduation Requirementg-

I

he model. as presented on the next page and as approved by
the State Board of Ehucation, is designed td be consistent with
the charge of the Subconitnittee on Student Standards of the
Coalition for Intermediate and Secondary Education ImproVe-

mant: "... all students in Calitbmia hilve the right Co receive -and
the responsibility to seek--a challenging educational experience in
an intermediate and secondary school that will prepare them, upon
graduation, to undertake college-level stddies, to perform meaningful
Work in tie marketplace, or both."I To this, the Bokirt..4as Octet' as
an essential objective the enhancement of he preparation of all
students to take their places in our free sot iety as informed, and
participating citizens.

,Ihrports of Ow Coalition.

12
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The Boards model for high school graduation requirements, shovirn
below, is presented in alphabetical order by subject area. The content
of the courses is outlined on the pages that follow.

The model is to be considered as an addition to state-mandated
requirements; for example, two years of physical education. In
addition, the model does not include health education, which the
Board expects schools to have in their curricula in ways most
appropriate to their local circumstances.

The State Board of Education is strongly committed to the
comprehensive high school, which was so clearly defined in the
1950s by James B. Conant.' Basic to the ideal of a comprehensive

Model Graduation Requirements

Subject area Requirement

Computer Studies

English

Foreign Language

Mathematics
Algebra I
Geometry
District Option

Natural Sciences

1

ccie:ice I i Physical-Earth)
ience 11 (Life)

So Sciences
orld Civilizations: History,
Geography, and Culture

The United States: Ideals, Institu-
tions, and Traditions

Individual Rights and Civic
. Responsibilities

I Political, Legal, and Ethical
Perspectives

II Economics

Visual and Performing Arts

1 year at least)
I year
1 year

1. year
1 year

1 year

1 year

1 semester
I semester

1 semester

4 years

2 years
in the same

language)

3 years

2 years

3 years

1 year

'James B. Conantimerican MO School Today. Newyork: McGraw -Hill Book Co.. 1959.
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high school- is the strong academic preparation of all students. Only
with such preparation can students be successful in vocational and
career programs. Therefore, the Board strongly recommends the
t011owing tor the implementation of its model:

c To provide maximum flexibility for students to satisfy the model
graduation requirements and to select from electives offered in
the cot pcehensive high school, school districts should, whenever
possible, Oetilnit students to take, prior to graqe nine, computer
studies and Science I (Physical-Earth) and some of the courses, in
foreign language, mathematics, and visual and performing arts.
Such courses, if accepted by the high 'school as equivalent to the
corresponding high school coin ...s, can be used to satisfy high
school requirements. The materials of some of these coursesin
particular, foreign languageare frequently easier for a younger
student to master and also serve as excellent background for
some high school courses.
The requirements of this model are intended to be met by all
students; for students with exceptional needs, the model will
provide a goal in the development of the individual education
plan (IEP) appropriate to the needs of each student.

The Board encourages alternative schools and program to

provide for all students, through a variety of methods, Optional
approaches to achieve this single goal. 41%,

Additional flexibility should be provided for students who are
able to demonstrate proficiency in sonie of the. required cour'es
by passing special examinations, which should be available for
most of the required courses.
While vocational education is not included in the model, the
Board considers vocational education programs an essential part
of the-comprehensive hkgh school program, and the Board
expects that vocational education electives will be chosen by the

many students who seek technical and entry-level employment

skills.
The curriculum proposed in this model is designed to be

consistent with the state curriculum frameworks; the Statement on
Competenciesin English and Matheaticg Expected of Entering
Freshmen, which was developed by the academic senates of the
three public segments of higher education in California;3 and'other
curricular recommendations.

Itiiatemem on Competencies in English and Akthematies Ekpected of Entering Freshmen.

Prepared by the academic senates of the ,Califorilia Community Colleges, the California Slate

University. and the University of California. Sacramento: Thy! California Round Table on
Educational Opportunity. I982. I('epies of the document are Available for $2.50,liplus tax for

California residents, from Publications Sales, California State Department of Education. N). Box,

271. Sacramento, CA 95802J



Essential components of the Board's model are descriptions or
outlines-of the required courses becau;e the hoard is concernwl not
only allout what courses .shotilcl be n? aired but also about the
nature and quality of such courses. '1ne Board, therefore, considers
the course outlines given on the following- pages at least equal in
importance to the numbers of semesters or rears which should be
devoted to each of the subjects:. the hoard attaches great importance
to having student. acquire the needed competencies and skills in
contrast to having them complete certain mounts of seat time.
Therefore, the course outlinesare to he considered an integral part
of the Board's model. Options are included for some subject areas to
allow flexibility.

13



Computer Studies

ne semester of computer studies '1%111
give students the necessai background to under-
stand the implications of the computer in their

lives. Students with this background will be in a better
OttOtition to understabd the computer tas an
information and computation and computer tool), In L

use the computer in the study of other subjects, and
to employ the computer for personal and Work-related
purpdses. Studenkswho have taken computer studies
will be able to partiCipate in the emerging
technological Society. i.

16



Computer Studies/Course Description

Course `1111e
and Level

Aims and
Objectives

6

,Computer Studies, Secondary

Department: Appropriate deparhnentiNi
Length of Course: One semester
Available 10 Students: Grades nine through twelve
Required Or Elective: Required unless the student, prior
to enter' ig high school, passed a course that the high
school has ertitiecl as eqUiVaIVIll 10 its COptiler
studies cute: !; or required unless the student has
demonstrated roficiency .in computer studies by
passing an app.( late test
Prerequisites: None

The purpose of studyingtcomputers is to learn the
fundamental concepts that enable the student to
begin using the computer for application's hi and
out of school, to recognize the technwlogical
advartCes that produced the . modern tlay computer,
to learn 'about the variety of computer applications,
to recognize the value of the computer in problem
solving, to know the career opportunities in
computer technology, and to communicate with
the computer through computer programming
language. Technology is rapidly changing;
consequently, this course needs to be flexible
enough so that it can be adjusted.,to new
developments. \

The long-term goal is for much of the subject
matter of this course to be absorbed by mans
other areas of the curriculum since the
applications of computers in a wide variety of
courses will become increasingly important; fbr
example, the use of word processing in English
and history classeS, calculations in science courses,
and'data processing in business courses.
Increasingly, students will learn many computer
use and programming skills prior to entering high

1?



,Course Description/Computer Studies

Aims of the Computer
.Studies Course

r

Objectives
of the Computer

Studies Course

school. As the technology becorneg increasingly
user friendly, the most important skill will be how
to think and solve problems by using a computer
as a tool.

The aims of the computer studies course are:
To emphasize the skills and processes that
promote students' abilities to underStand
computers and related technologies
To recognize the implications of being part of
a,rapidly changing information society
'co appreciate the power of the computer and
related technologies and to understand the
applications ofFomputers in personal and
work situations

The student will demonstrate an understanding of:

1. Major technological developments leading to'
the develpment of the computer

2. Components of a computer and the function
of each

3. Computer use and typical computer tasks

4. Ethical issues in computer technology
5. Various types of computer languages and

their major differences
6. Building blocks of computer programs and

their uses
7. Simple programs
8, Problem solving by breaking the problem

down into major components, relating the
. components in a solution strategy, structuring

the'computer program according to the
strategy, and filling in the detailed
sirrstfuctions

9. 4plic ition programs in a variety of area

3-77332
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Coniputer Studies /Course Description

Course Content Background on Computers
I. Brief histor y Of computer technology
2. Components of a computer

a. Input devices
b. Output deviirs
c. Permanent and temporary memory
d. Central.processing units
e. Ilardware and software

3., Specialized language used with computers;
e.g.. byte, disk, drive, load, and program

B. Selected Examples of Tasks Computers
Can Perform
1. High;,speed calculations
2. Graphics
3. Data; manipulations
4. Telecommunications
5. Word processing

C. Commuilicating with the Computer
1. Awareness of the difterent roles played by

system software, language software, and
applications software

2. Awareness of communications at the
machine level using binary code

3. Awareness of different hikh level languages,
such as BASIC, LOGO, PASCAL, and COBOL

0. Start-Up Computer Skills
1. Using the keyboard
2. Loading, saving, and running the program,
3. Entering, listing, and editing programs

E. Introduction to a Programming Language

1. Commands
2. Computer program
3. Building blocks of a computer program

a. ActionS\
I). Subroutines
c. Loops

8
19



Course Description/Computer Studies

d. Branches
v. Mita, variables, and arrays

4. Debugging
5. Reading, analyzing, and writ ng simple

computer programs
F. Solving Problems with Compute s

1. Programs as solution procedu .es
a. Describing the solution as Output
b. Describing the user interaction
c. Breaking;down t1.7iroble,m into major

components
d. Developing a solution strategy and

structuring, the program
2. Using application programs

a. Word pror?ssing
b GraphicF,
C. Spread sheet
d; Data base

G. Awa
in

eness of the Role That CompUters Play
r Lives

1. Educational uses
2. Business and government uses
3. Medical uses
4. Scientific uses
5. Recreational" uses
6. Design applications
7. Uses in the future
8. Career opportunities

H. Awareness of Ethical Issues in Computer
Technology
1. Concerns about the invasion of privacy
2. Computer-related crimes
3., Copyright infringement
4. Computerizing inappropriate applications
5. Equal access to computers

J.
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our years of high school English are required if
.students are to demonstrate compettInce in the
, use of their language. Such competence includes

skills in listening and speaking, academic research,
higher order reading comprehension, language usage
and writing,' literary analysis, and critical thinking.

English, as the written word, forms the basis of
nearly ;41 academic disciplines.. The ability to read,
analyze, and draw conclusions from written language
is necessary for studentsith succeed in their study of
English, science, social studies, higher mathematics,
and other subjects..In the communications age,
written and iral language assume stature in the
transmission of new ideas and new technologies
beyond their traditional scope, and this strengthens
the case for yearly cotirsework in English during high

'S school.
The study of English is enhanced- by an in-depth

fobus on literature. It is through the study of literature
that students come to know the pOwer of language in
conveying philosophies, values, emotions, and truths
about the human condition. Moreover, they become
acquainted with an art form which enriches their lives
both during their school years anq beyond.

2/./'



Course Description/English

Course Title
and Level

Aims and
Objectives

\I
Aims of the

13 ish I Course

English 1,.Secondary

Department: English
Length of Course: One year
itvallable to Students: Grades nine through twelve

Required or Elee'tivs: Reqdired .

Prerequisites: Eighth grade En h or equivalent. Two
consecutive semesters of adva ce I English as a second
language (ESLI may be substitu a for two semesters of
regular English. Advanced ESL u urses are distinguished
from beginning and intermediate level, courses by their
emphasis on reading and writing comparable to that
given in regular courses, except for differences in the
instructional methods and materials.

At thr beginning level of high school English .

study, students in English I develop skills ir),
speaking and listening, academic research, higher
order reading comprehension,language usage and
writing, literary analysikNand critical thinking. The
difference between English I and more advanced ,

\. courses lies in the length, complexity, and the
range of source materials for assignments to
address the skill areas and in,the level of difficulty
of the literature studied. In English I students
build the foundation they will need for mastering
all the skill areas by the time they complete
English_IV.

The aims of the English I course are:
To emphasize effective individua',1 and group
listening skills

t.

To develop various oral language skills to
ensure purposeful communication to a specific
audience
To stress academic research skills
To develop in students higher order reading
comprehension skills

22.4 " //I
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English/Course Description

Objectives Of the
English I Course

4t

'12

To encormi development of language
competence n English usage and in writing
essays, repo ts, and creative pieces

To instill in students an appreciation of our
literary heritage and a familiarity with works of

)[literature
jl'o help students develop the ability to assess
various forms of information and to evaluate
them critically

The objectives of the English I course are for
students to

1. Develop individual and grimp listening skills
as a result a experiences with competent
user's of the language, and transfer the
information gained in such experiences to an
oral or written form.

2. Master various oral skills to convey
competently and effectively information, as
determined by audience and purpose.

3. Master research skills necessary to generate
oral and/or written reports, including use and
synthesis of source material.

4. Demonstrate higher order comprehension
skills, including identifying main idea,
summarizing, drawing conclusions, making
inferences,, and drawing ,nalogies.

5. Write reces for different situations, observing
the c v tions of writing; also, choose a
pint of view, support it in writing, compare_

the views of others, and respond as to
the validity of those views.

6. Distinguish literary from nonliterary works,
applying the principles which make that
distinction; rilso, read selected literary works
and determine how they contribute to our
literary heritage.
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Course Content
for Listening

Course Description /English

7. Criticall%' analyze tvitten work and oral
presentations to draw purposefill
interpretations and conclusions.

A. Listening Skills
I. Skills that are generic to the listening

rocess and build in students facility in
language use:

a. Listening critically and constructively to
an exchange of ideas

b. Identifying and summarizing main zind
subordinate ideas developed through
lectures, dicussions, and oral readings

c. Determining a speaker's point of virtu and
rationale for argument presented and
explaining the use of persuasive devices

d. Conceiving and developing ideas from
speakers for the purpose of relating
intiirmation

e. Following verbal instructions and making
suggested changes to improve the
instructions

2. Suggested activities tin' demonstrating
listening skills:
a. Listing ideas and opinions presented in a

video-tape recording of a speech or class
disc)ussion

b. Responding to the oral evaluation of an
individual endeavor by suggesting
alternatives

c. Identifying loaded words as perSuasiVe
deVices in debates or television
cuMmercials

d. Citing examples, body language after
viewing a speech

e. /I'araphrasing a discussi;m, debate, or
/ speech

13



English /Course Description

Course Content
for Oral

Language Skills

$

I. Identifying empathetic, - 'apathetic,
antagonistic, irrelevant, and egotistic
responses to to speaker

B. Oral Language Skills
I. Oral language skills that 'are generic to the

speaking process and build in students a
facility to communicate, ideas effectively;
a. Engaging critically and constructively in

the exchange of ideas; paraphrasing a
detailed discussion

b. Answering and asking questions
, coherently and concisely, with justificiition

of views 'in response to higher order
questioning of others

c. Presenting ideas in standard English
41. Reporting accurately information gleaned

from written and oral sources
e. Tailoring an oral presentation to a specific

audience fi4 a specific purpose!
F. Presenting aApoint of view with

research-based rationale, supporting
materials, and rebuttal statements when
necessary

g. Interpreting literature orally during the
reading of iselected pieces

h. Employing effective delivery techniques
i. Organizing Individual reports and

speeches

Suggested acfivities for demonstrating oral
language skills:
a. PartitiPating in class discussions,

includin r, brainstorming for writing
assignm is

b. Preparin for and participating in
interviews

14



(;durst Description /English

r. Preparing and delivering thrmal speeches
(11 Expository
121 li»promptu
131 Persuasion/argument
141 Narrative

d. Preparing for and participating in formal
debate

e. Reciting orally
(11 Readings from author's work
121 Memorization
(31 Presentation of plays
(_4( Student papers

Course Content
for Academic

Research

f. Preparing and delivering research-based
oral'reports

g. Preparing and participating in foruml
on research( topics

h. Preparing for and articipating in panel
discussions
111 Analysis of literatureHe.g., point of

view, motivation, theme, use and level
of language, style

(2) Analysis of media

C. Academia: Research Skills
1. Skills that are generic to the development of

research skills and build in students facility
to gather information, cite resources, and
present a cohesive argument orally or in
writing:
a. Differentiating between primary and

secondary source materials
bc-Cathering information throtgh systematic

note-taking
c. Employing various library materials and

media resources
d. Applying agceptable format for research

paper, including title page, contents,
footnotes,, margins, bibliography

4-77332
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English/Course Dc scription

Course Content
for Reading

e. Narrowing a topic
f. Analyzing information gathered to develop

a specific topic
g. Distinguishing beween plagiarism and

documentation
2. Suggested activities for demonstrating skills

in academic research:
a. 'raking part in panel discussions
b. Preparing for and talking part in a formal

debate
c. Preparing a research paper on a defined

topic

D. Reading Skills
1. Skills that are generic to the reading process

and build in students the facility to gather,
understand, and evaluate information:
a. Recognizing different purposes and

methods of writing; identifying a writer's
point of view and,tone; and interpreting a
%%Titer's meaning inferentially as well as
literally

b. Separating one's personal opinions and
assumptions from a writer's

c. Varying one's reading speed and methods
(survey, skim, review, question, and
master) according to the type of material
and one's purpose for_ reading

d. Using the features of books and other
reference materials, such as a table of
contents, preface, introduction, titles anil
subtitles, index, glossary, appendix, and
bibliography

e. Defining unfamiliar words by decoding,
using contextual clues, or by using a
dictionary

16



CoUrse Description/English

Course Content
for Writing

Suggested activities for demonstrating higher
order reading comprehension skills:
a. Identifying and comprehending the main

and subordinate ideas in a written work
and summarizing the ideas in one's own
words

b. Drawing conclusions based on a written
passage or excerpt from a longer piece of
writing

c. Making inferences as to meaning, motive,
or uhderlying philosophy in both fiction
and nonfiction

d. Drawing analogies based on reading from
several sources or from a single source
and.real life event

E. Writing Skills
J. Skills that are generic to the writing process

and build in st9dents facility inlanguage
use:

a. Generating ideas about which to write
b. Formulating a single statement that vit-mz

clearly expressA the central idea of one' \
essay

c. Constructing a paragraph that develops
and supports the paragraph's main idea
with examples or reasons'

d. Organizing paragraphs i a sequence that
their logical relationship to one

another and which together support the
central idea of the essay

e. Constructing varied sentence types
(simple, complex, compound). and
structures (subordinate, coordinate,
parallel) that indicate the relationships
and the importance of the ideas

f. Writing sentences with precise and
appropriate words (diction), distinguishing
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English/Course Description

between ytteral and figurative uses of
language, and avoiding ineffective jargon
or cliche

g. Varying one's vocabulary d'huLsentences
for'different audiences and purposes

h. Presenting ,one's own ideas as related to,
but clearly distinguished from, the ideas
of others,kand having the 'ability to
distinguish between plagiarism and
documentation

i. Supporting one's opinions or conclusions,
including the appropriate use ence

j. Using a dictionary
k. Using a library
I. Editing one's essay for errors nd

omissions of both form and substance;
revising and restructuring where ideas are
poorly organized or where evidence is
lacking; correcting the draft for errors in
capitalization, spelling, and punctuation;

roand-pducitig a finished paper relatively
free of sentence fragments, comma
splices, errors in agreement, and faulty
pronoun references_

2. Suggested activities in which students
demonstrate an understanding of both style
in writing and the principles which underlie
effective writing:
a. Expressing and.supporting a 'point of view

in writing; offering and responding to the
points of view of others as well

b. Preparing a written account for different
situations:
(1) Relating an event or experience

objectively as it occurred, such as
would be required of a witness

42) Relating -an event or experience as it
affected feelings or emotions, offering ai

18



Course Description/English

interpretation of the effect of the event
on those involved

(31,6imparing and contrasting two or
more events or expe 'ences from both
persona j

.d obep e perspectives
c. Summarizing `a piece of writing, capturing

and demonstrating comprehension of the
salient points

d. Demonstrating facility in expository,
narrative, and descriptive writing

e. Demonstrating variety in use of language
structure, idiom, and vocabulary, as
appropriate writing for different
audiences purposes

f. Framing and composing both a business
letter and a friendly letter

g. Demonstrating an understanding and
application of the principles of effective
writing:
(1) Economy of language versus

redundancy, ostentation, or inflation
( implicity of language
(3) Cumulative sentences and structure
(4) Good diction
(5) Coherence and 'pity
(6) Nuance to express shades of meaning
(7) Evolving language versus repetitive

vocabulary
(8) Use of imagery and figurative language

h. Composing 4 variety of creative writing
pieces, including short stories, drama, and
poetry (For poetry, writing exercises
should include traditional poetic forms:
ballad, sonnet [both Alexandrian and
Shakespearean), blank verse, free verse, and
narrative poetry, with knowledge and
application of versification, imagery, and
accent.) ,

19
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English/Course Description

Course
Content for

Literature

it

F. ,Literature
1. Skills that tire generic to the critical analysis

of literature: . A

a. Identifying literary genre, such as novel,
essay, short story, drama and poetry, and
examples of each genre

b. Distinguishing literary "Works from,
nonliterary reading, and the principles by
which sucli distinction is made: %V-

(1) Literature in all forms; eg., realism,
fantasy, mythology, as reflecting human
emotions and behaviors .in believable
ways

(2) Insights afforded through represen-
tation of these behaviors as increasing
understanding of self, others, and
the human condition in general

c. Reading selected works and determinin
why, in relation to lesser works, they
became part of our literary heritage

ci. Identifying from selected literary
workse.g., novels, short stories, and
playsexamples of the elements of
fiction: point of view, setting, plot,
characterization, and theme; also, how
knowledge of these elements enhances
understanding of fiction

2. Suggested activities in which students
demonstrate an in-depth knowledge of
literature:
a. Relating the insights of literature to one's

own experiences and understanding of
the world and human nature; delineating
how particular literary works enhance
one's understanding of these and other
dimensions of life

20



Course Description /English

Course Content
for Critical

Thinking Skills

h. Comparing literary vvorks; determining
those works that are superior in
increasing the reader's understanding of
the world and human nature

C. Selecting, memorizineitnd presenting
passages, lines, and paeby that express
thoughts or feelings,the student has been
unable to exprtms previously or as
poweilidly -

d. Understanding and appreciating how
writers, through 'limply works, use
devices. such as beat, rhythm, moo
And diction for adding power, nuancc,
and emotion to their writing

e. Comparing the individual styles of
selected authors in terms of the use of
language; e.g., precision of use, degree of
description and imagery, dialogue or
narrative to convey theme and content

f. Identifying through a study of literature'
the contributions of various ethnic groups
to our pluralistic society and to our
literary heritage

G. Critical Thinking Skills
1. Skills that are generic to the critical thinking

process and build in students the facility to
act on well- conceived conclusions:
a. Evaluating various pieces of literature
b. Analyzing individual arguments for' point

of view and audience
c. Employing inductive and deductive

reasoning skills
d Employing connotative and denotative

vocabulary skills
e. Choosing and organizing related ideas.

1,
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English /Course Description

2. Suggested activities in which students
develop the capability of analyzing literature
and applying what they learn to specific
situations:
a. Comparing and contrasting specific

arguments through an analysis of point of
view and audience to draw accurate
conclusions

b. Analyzing a specific piece of literature in
relation to its components; e.g.,
exposition, conflict, climax, resolution

c. Analyzing a specific piece of literature
and comparing and contrasting; a variety
of literary pieces as to thematic
development

d. Analyzing a specific piece of literature as
to its character development

e. Evaluating specific poems or literary
selections in light of their tone, style,
imagey, mood, use and level of language,
and historical implications

E Applying an ,uthor's conclusions to
specific situat*ms

/ Course Title
and Level

Aims, Objectives,
and Course

Content

English H, Secondary

Department: English
Length of Course: One year
Available to Students: Grades ten through twelve
Required or Elective: Required
Prerequis : English I (pass)

t1160+17,44-,

English II continues to provide instruction in the
major skill areas: speaking and listening, academic
research, higher order reading comprehension,
language usage and writing, literary analysis, and

22
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Course Description/English.

critical thinking. Emphasis is placed on higher
levels of .student performance, with more complex
assignments and materials than those used in
English I. For example, students will develop the
speaking skills needed in panel discussions; write
essays of greater lengyh, and use more precise
language and more sophisticated topics than they
did in English I; do research of a more in-depth
nature, using a broader range of sources and an
original hypothesis; aild read and analyze literature
of higher levels of difficulty in terms of language
use and thematic content.

Course Title.
and Level

Aims, Objectives,
and Course

Content

English III, Secondary

Department: English
Length of Cotrse: One serneatr
Available to Students: Grades eleven and twelve
Required or Elective: Required
Prerequisites: English I, II (pass)

The purpose of English III is to continue to
, provide students with those experiences that will

enable them to develop the skills they must have
to express their ideas in writing or orally in clear,
concise, and comprehensive ways. Students will
focus on formal debate to develop speaking skills;
in writing, they will focus on the critical analysis
of literary selections. Students will learn to use
primary sources for research papers, including a
term paper, and to broaden the scope of the
topics they select. Through their study of
literat'ure, students will also develop a knowledge
of, and an appreciation for, American traditions.

5-77332
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English/C,ivrse Description

Course Title
and Level

Aims, °Weed%
and Course

Content

English IV,' Secondary

Department: English
Length of Course: One semester
.-trallabie to Students: Grades eleven
Required or Elective: Required
Prerequisites: English 1, II, III (pass)

Mid nvelve

'Flu' purpose of English IV is for wudents to
achieve mastery of the 'skills relate to listening
and speaking, academic search, higher order
reading comprehension, languatie usage and
writing, literitry (analysis, and critical thinking.
Students will develoj) the liste ing and speaking ."
skills they must have to prepare, for and
participate in, a forum. In writing, they will learn
to develop position papers and use a variety of
creative writing modes, particularly the more
complex, such as writing essays based on models
of the seventeenth through twentieth-centuries.and
composing sonnets. Studenis will study classical
literature to complete the literature component.

Course Title
and Level

*to

Elective, Secondary

Department: English
Lengthrof Course: Two semesters (Two of these
one-semester courses would he needed to complete the
four-year requirement.)
Available to Students: Grades eleven arid twelve.,
Required or Elective: Required (but can be selected
from several options) .
Prerequisites: English I, II (pass)
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irse Description /English

Aims and
Objectives

Course Content

lo order to fulfill the four-year requirement, 4.

students need to choose electives of their interest
(choice). Individual course objectives, outlines, and
methods of instruction would be developed by
individual high schools, but it would be
understood that the quality of these courses would
match that of the other courses outlined in this
master plan, Each course should include extensive
%%Thing, speakI, and reading experiences.
These courses could include but need not be
Iimited to:

Advanced)Placement Composition and
Literature (to be given credits from colleges
and/or universities)

American Literature )including ethnic
literature)

Urania (as literAturel
English Literature
Journalism
Mythology
'Shakespeare
Speech I, II
Survey of Twentieth Century Literature
Survey of World Literature

The course content may be developed at the local
level.

36
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Foreign Language I

he increasing interdependence among nations
and the rich linguistic and cultural diversity of
our own count' and state make it essential that

high sdhool students develop proficiency in languages
other than English and gain an understanding of other
cultures. Two years is the minimum amount of time
needed for a student to acquire a sound basis for
further study and conversational second-language
facility.

Proficiency in languages other than English is an
asset, both for securing employment and functioning
effectively on the job. In addition, foreign language
study provides a student with insights i to the
structure, history, and vocabulary of on, s own
language.

3?



Course Description/ Foreign Language

Course Title
and Level

Aims and
Objectives

Aims of the Foreign
Language Course

obj):.etives
of the Feign

Language purse

Foreign I All WI !MC I, Secondary

Department: Foreign Language
Length of Course: One year
Available to Students: Grades nine through twelve
Required or Elective: Required unless the student, prior
to entering high school, passed a course that the high
school has certified as equivalent ty'ils foreign language
course; or required unle3. the student has demon-
strIted profickpicy in forei 1 language by passing an
appropriate test
Prerequisites: None

The purpose of the course is to enable the student
to communicate in a language other than English
(which may be the student's primary language), to
acquire knowledge of another culture, and to
develop the ability to interact positively with .

members of that culture.

The aims of the Foreign Language 1 course are:
To emphasize conversatioril skills
To recognize the importance of foreign
language proficiency to commerce, foreign
affairs, education, and other critical areas
To help students gain a better- understanding
of and ap lion for their own language
To develop an a preciation for
non-English-speaking cultures

The student will demonstrate an understanding of:

1. The language, as spoken by a native speaker
2. Nonverbal communication used by native

speakers
3:The written language

27
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Foreign Lainguage/C(Illnit! 1)CsCript1o11

Course Content

In addition the student will be able to:

I, Converse in the Lingo:1w studied,
2. Express himself or herself in writing in the

foreign language.
3. Recognize and appreciate similarities and

clillerences among cultures.

A. Phonology (study ()I' the sounds Of a new
language)
I. Alphabet and different sounds of language
2. Words and sentence thItternS

R. Ntorpho logy
I. Basic verbs and endings
2. Ntasculine and feminine forms
3. Nouns and noun markers: articles, adjectives,

possessive markers
4. Interrogatives
5. Adverbs

C. Syntax
I. Declarative statements
2. Interrogative statements
3. Indirect discourse

D. Skills to Be Developed
I. Listening

a. Phonemic discrimination
b. Physical, nonverbal response to aural

stimulus
2. Speaking

a. Responding orally
b. Initiating conversation

(1) Questions
(2) Comments
(3) Answers

28
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Comm! Descriplion,Toreign Language

F Cultural ,Applications
I. Soeial interactions e.g., greetings and

farewells
2. Social (115101115, huliclays, reInbratinits
3. Food
.1. Clothing
5. IliS101'
Ii. (:reative activities: e.g., Art, dance,

drama. theatre, 111l1Sie, af1(1 activities
atiti0(181(!(1 wish lelcvision, racli0, and fillit

7. (;(.0141-aphy
S. Gestures, voice intonations
9. Sports

It). I:Ihnit experiences in 11W United Stales

:nurse Title
and Levr1

Aims and
Objectives

Foreign Language II,-Secondary

Department: Foreign Language
Length of Course: One year
Available! to Students: Grades nine' through twelve

Required or Elective: Required unless the student, prior
to entering high school, passed a course that the high
school has certified as equivalent to its foreign language
course; or required unless the student has demon-
strated proficiency in foreign language by passing
ao appropriate test
Prerequisite: Foreign Language 1 Isamu language)

Pass or equivalent

The purpose of the course is to enable the student
to communicate in a language other than English
(which may he. the student's primary language), to
acquire knowledge of another culture, and to
develop the ability to interact positively with mem-
bers of that culture,
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Foreign Language/Course Description

Aims of the Foreign
Language Course

Objectives
of rho Foreign

Language Course

Course Content

The aims of the Foreign Language II course ale:
To emphasize conversational skills
To recognize the importance of foreign
language proficiency to commerce, foreign
affairs, education, and other critical areas
To help students gain a bettor understanding
of and appreciation for their own language
To develop an appreciation for
non-English-speaking cultures

The student will demonstrate an understanding of:
1. The language, as spoken by a native speaker
2. Nonverbal communication used b., native

speakers
3. The written language

In addition the student will be able to:
1.

3.

Converse in the language studied.
Express himself or herself in writing in the
foreign language.
Recognize and "appreciate similarities and
differences among cultures.

Basically, the course outline would be the same as
Foreign Language I, with continuing emphasis on
spoken and conver3ational language and a study of
the cultural aspects of the countries in which the
language is used. More writing would be empha-
sized that could include longer dictations,
Stories, letters, dialogues, or skits.



Mathematics

Three years of high school mathematics are
required in order to provide students with the
understanding and the skills they will need to

participate fully,in the technological world in which
they will.live and work. For example, an increasing
percent of the work force is involved in retrieving,
processing, and transmitting information; and students
entering that work force need certain higher level
thinking skills and "number sense" to function
effectively. Algebra I, geometry, and other courses in
mathematics can pro e students with opportunities
to develop the logical t nking skills they will need to
solve the problems enco red not only in their
chosen careers but also iri their everyday lives.

Students should select a three-year mathematics-
;

sequence that is appropriate to their needs. However,
,as indichted on the next page, all sequences must
include the content of Algebra I and geometry.
Students taking any of the courses in the sequence
must have satisfied the prerequisites, which also
appear on the next page.

6-77332
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Three-Year Mathematics Sequences'
1. Algebra I, Geometry, Algebra II
2. Algebra I itivo-year course), Geometry
3. pre-AlgelwaAlgebra I. Geometry
.1. Algebra I. Consumer Mathematics. Geometry
3. Algebra I, Geometry, Consumer Ntatheinatics

Algebra I. Geometry, Probability and Statistics. and one additional
sinester Wtit'

All students should be required to take a mathematics coprse in
their senior vein). For college-bound students this is essential to ease
the transition from high sc11001 to college mathematics courses; for
other students this is their last opportunity to receive kirmal
mathematical instruction to prepare them for the increasingly
technological demands of our society. The course to he taken in the
senior year may be the third course in any of the above listed'
sequences, or it may be such additional courses as trig0110Illell'',
a Mt lyt h! geometry and mathematical analysis, or calculus.

Prerequisites for Entry into High School
Mathematics Sequences

ihudents taking any sequence of courses in =the/mines
shoOld be competent in the following basic arithmetic skills and
conkepts:

1. Computations vyWwhole,nuinbers, fractions decimals, and
percent

2.
.

Understanding the meelOng- of fractions, deennalt and
percent and their relit tioltehiP.t e another

3. Dm/wad° of situations and verbal problems, into
mathematic statem

4. neat* in rourdng'ap
,eati*atiotiA,

d ,OrsIgt.

:." 10 :At

'SP!! Appendix B descriptions of courses in pre-algebra, Algebra II, consumer mathematics,

and probability and statistics.
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Course Description/Mathematics

Course Title
and Level

Aims and
Objectives

Aims of the
Algebra 1 Course

Objectives Of the
Algebra I Course

eb ra 14 Secondary r
part:tient: Mathematics

Length of Course: One or two years
.-1,ailable to Students: Grades nine through eleven
llequired or Elective: Required unless the student, prior
to entering high school, passed a course that the high
si7hool has certified as equivalent to its Algebra I course;
or required unless the student has demonstrated
proficiency in Algebra I by passing an appropriate test
Prerequisites: See "Prerequisites fOr Entry into high
School Mathematics Sequences.-

The purpose of the study of algebra is to help
students organize their thoughts to solve problems
that they will encounter in everyday life and to
prepare them to continue in their studio in
mathematics and the sciences. .

Tlw aims of the Algebra I cteirse are:

To emphasize algebraic concepts
To recognize the applications of mathematics
to science and other subjects
To appreciate the importance of mathematics
in solving everyday problems

The student will demonstrate an understanding of:

I. Previous coursework in mathematics
2. Algebraic concepts
3. Problem-salting skills
4. Estimating and testing the accuracy of

calculations
3. Applications of mathematical skills to ''real

world- situations

44
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Mathematics/Cours6 Description

Course Content /1rithmetic Operations and Absolute Values of,
Positive and Negative Rational Numbers

B. Arithmetic Operations %Nlth Literal-Symbols
(.. I.inear Equations and Their Graphs
I). Inequalities
E. Ratio, Proportion, and Variation
F. Operations with Integer Exponents
G. Operations with Polynomials and Rational

Expressions
Systems of Linear Equations with Two
Unknovitris; Solutions and Applications

I. Special Products and Factoring
.1. Solution of Quadratic Equations by Factoring

and Formula
K. Solution of Elementary Word Problems
I Application of Formulas for Perimeters, Areas,

and krolumes of Simple Geometric Figures

Course Title
and Level

Aims and
Objeetiirts

Geometry,) Secondary

Depart Mathematics
Length of Course: One year
Available to Students: Grades nine the( ugh twelve
Aquired or Elective: Required
Prerequisite: Algebra I (pass)

The purpose of geometry is to present patterns
which are important to the development of
thinking skills and problem-solving skills. The
student will be able to work-with the body of
geometric theorems, including geometry of two
and three dimensions. The student will be
introduced to analytic geometry and
transformational geometry.
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Course Description/Mathematies

Aims of the
Ge !try Course

objectives of the
Geometry Course

Course Content

t.

The aims of the geometry course are:
To emphasize geometric concepts
To recognize the applications of geometry to
science and other subjects
To appreciate the importance of mathematics
in solving everyday problems

The student will be able to demonstrate an
understanding of:

I. Previous cour§ework in mathematics
2. Geometric concepts
3. Problem-solving skills
4. Estimating and testing_ the accuracy of

calculations
5. Applications of mathematical skills to "real

world" situations

A. Extensive Reinforcement of the Algebraic Skills
Developed in Algebra I

B. Basic Postulates of Euclidegn Geometry; Proofs
of Geometric Theorems

C. Angles, Parallel Lines, Congruent and Similar
Triangles, Rectilinear Figures, Circles and Arcs,
Pythagorean Theorem

D. Application of Formulas for Perimeters, Areas,
Volumes, and Surface Areas of Geometric Figures

E. Geometric Constructions; Loci
F. Coordinate Geometry; Proofs of Geometric

Theorems by Coordinate Geometry Methods
G. Right Triangle Trigonoinetry
It Solution of Elementary Word Problems

I. Intuitive Spatial Geometry

31
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Natural Sciences-
el;

4'

balanced c e of two years of science for all
students c sists of one year of physical and
earth science and one year of life science

taught in a science-technology-society context. The
study of science will help students develop positive
attitudes.and values and gain an.appreciation for their
environment, will encourage logical and creative
thinking, will foster a rational understanding of
themselves and their surroundings, and will enable
students in everyday life to make decisions that are
increasingly dependent on some scientific knowledge.
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Course Description/Science

Course Title
and Level

Aims and
Objectives

Aims of the
science I Course

Science ( Physical Earth, Secondary

Itepartinent: Science
Length of Course: One near
Available to Students: tirades now and ten
Required or Elective: Required
Prerequisites: Science in grades seven and eight, or
equivalent

The purpose of 'Science ( -- Physical and Earth is to
offer students a course that help's them develop
scientific concepts, skills, and attitudes and helps
them gain an understanding of the processes in
physical and earth sciences. The course continues
to help students develop the cognitive, affective,
and psychomotor skills in physical-earth sciences
that they acquired in kindergarten through, grade
eight. There is an emphasis on knowledge in the
physical sciences, and units of study are included
in matter, energy, and kinetics. Knowledge in the
earth sciences is also emphasized, with units of
study given in space science-astronomy, geology
and natural resources, and meteorology. The
course encompasses basic physical science
concepts and presents them in a relevant, practical
manner that prepares students for the physical
advances and challenges of the future. Special
emphasis is given to the utilization of computers
in physical and earth sciences.

The aims of the physical and earth sciences
course are:

To understand the physical world, basic units
of matter, and related energy and kinetics
T(1 emphasize the earth's development and
position within the universe and its
atmosphere, hydrosphere, and lithosphere
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Senre/Course Description

Objectives of the
Science I Course

To recognize and appreciate the rapidly
expanding scientific advances being made in
new technologies, such as computers,
information processing, and space science

To give students opportunities to develop
%Wiles, aspirations, and, attitudes' that promote
their personal involvement with the r
envirOnment and society through land use
planning and physical resource management

In this courset.students will demonstrate an
'understanding of:

1. Laboratory apparatus, tonls, =and materials
and their safe use

2. Descriptive and quantitative information
needed for Making purposeful, objective
(bserViations of things and events

3. Sources of information
4. Ways of recording observations accurately

and organizing data and ideas to enhance
their usefulness

5. Communication with others (orally and in
writing) in a manner that is.consistent with
knowledge of scientific 'conventions and that
facilitates the learning of the listeners or
readers

6. The International System of Units (SI) metric
system

7. Appropriate mathematical concepts and skills
in interpreting data and solving problems

8. Rational. and creative thinking processes of
observing, communicating, comparing,
;organizing, relating, and inferring; problem
solvirIg; and decision making

9. The relationship between science and society
and the relationship of science to other
areas of human endeavor; e.g., art; music,
history, government, literature
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Course Description/Science

Course Content

A

M. The importance of basic sts and' infor-
I/644M) in making Career and consumer
choices \,

11. Contributide by men and women of
various race and nationalities and from
different career areas

12. MC; importance, and application of
technology to e ryday life

A. Matter
1. States of matter, ato lie structure
2. Physical and chemical properties
3. Physical and chemical changes
4. Elements, compounds, mixtures, solutions
5. Conservation of matter
6. Reactions: chemical .

B. Energy
1. Light
2. Sound
3. Heat
4. Mechanical
5. Chemical
6. Electrical, electromagnetic
7. Nuclear: fusion, fission
8. Conservation of energy
9. Need for new sources: solar, wind,

geothermal, tidal
C. Kinetics

1. Force, gravity.
2. Work, motion
3. Power
4. Machines

D. Space Science Astronomy
1. Sun
2. Solar system
3. Space exploration
4. Milky Way Galaxy
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Science/Course Description

Q

5. niverse
6. Ilistoly of astronomy
7. Tools of astronomers
8. Applications to the physical world

Geolky and Natural Besources
I. Inorganic and vonrenewahle resources,

minerals and flicks
2. Caldbrnia energy resources
3. Rock cycle
4. Structural gtology and plate. tectonics
5. Land use and resource management,
6. Geologic hazards

F. Meteorology
I Air: physical
2, Atmospheric
3, Winds
4. Climate and

and chemical properties
pressure

%veather

Course Title
and Level

Aims and
Objectives

Science.IILife, Secondary

Department: Science
Length of Course: (hie year
Available to Students: Grades nine through twelve
Required or.Elective: Required
Prerequisites: Science 1--Physical and Earth Ipassi or an
equivalent course in grade eight

The purpose of Science IILife is to. offer students
a course that helps them develop scientific
concepts, skills, and attitudes and helps them gain
an understanding of the processes in the life
sciences. The course continues to help students
develop the cognitive, affective, and psychomotor
!skills in life sciences that they acquired in

nderg,arten through grade eight. The course also
1 uilds on the skills students acquired in Science
IPhysical and Earth. There is an emphasis on
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Aims of the
Science II Course

010ectives of the
Science H Course

Course Description/Science

kit ledge in the life sciences, and units of study
are included in living things (cells, genetics,
evolution), plants, protists, animals, human beings,
and ecosystems. The course encompasses basic life
science concepts and presents them in a relevant,
practical manner that gives students an
understanding of the complexities of lite on earth
and their relationship to the physical world.
Emphasis will also he given to applications and
new advances in the lite sciences.

The aims of the lite science course are:
To understand the physical world, basic life
forms, and related systems
To t'mphasize the interdependence of living
organisms within the universe and within the
earth's atmosphere, hydrosphere, and
lithosphere
To recognize and appreciate the rapidly
expanding technological and scientific
advances being made in biological, chemical,
and genetic research
To give students opportunities_ to develop
values, aspirations, and attitudes that promote
their personal well-being through an
understanding of themselves, other living
organisms, and the importance of maintaining
a balance in nature

In this science course students will demonstrate
an understanding of:

1. Laboratory apparatus, tools, and materials
and their safe use

2. Proper techniques for handling and caring
for living organisms

3. Descriptive and quantitative information
needed for developing or testing inferences
and hypotheses by making purposeful,
objective observations of things and events
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Science /Course Descriplipn

Course Content

42

.1. Sources of infomation
5. Ways of nwording obseivations accurately

and organizing data and ideas in ways that
enhance their sefulness

6. Communication with others (orally and in
%%Tiling) in a manner that is consistent with
knowledge of scientific conventions and that
facilitates Ilw learning of the listeners or
readers

7. Appropriate mathematical concepts and skills
in interpreting data and solving problems

8. Rational and creative thinking processes of
observing, communicating, comparing,
organizing, relating, and inferring; solving
problems; and making decisions

9. The l'elationship between science and society
and the relationship of science to other..
areas of human endeavor; e.g., art, music,
history, government, literature

10. The importance of basic facts and
information in making career and consumer
choices

11. Contributions made by men and women of
various races and nationalities and from
different career areas

A. Living Things
1. Structure and processes
2. Cells and tissues
3. Genetics and reproduction
4. Natural selection and evolution
3. Effect of environmental change
6. Research and development of new products

by artificial means
B. Plants

1. Structure
2. Types (classification)
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Course Description/Science

3. Growth and reproduction
. Photosynthesis
5. Ditilriblll(11 Of Ill llc'ials
6. Behavior and coordination
7. Agriculture; the !Milian impact
Protists

r.

1. Strtictures
2. Types (classification
3. Growth and reproduction
4. Moven Item!
5. Impact on humans

D. Animals
Structure and,anittomy

2. Types (classification)
3. Growl!) and reproduction
4. Behavior and coordination
5. Movement
6.

I'. {Ionian Beings
I. Structure and
2. Reproduction
3. Heredity and growth
4. Behavior and coordination
5. Functions of the human body
6. Conditions for gooil health
7. Variations among humans
8. Population growth
9. Environmental and societal impact

F. Ecosystems
I. Populations and comma tics
2. Cooperation and competition
3. Interrelationships: food chains and food webs
4. Succession and balance
5. Cycle: carbon, nitrogen, water, various

minerals
6. Controlle4 and changing ecosy,sterm3
7. Problerhs posed by human beings [-I
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Modal Sciences

44

Three years of education in the social scienceswill
help prepare students to be humane, rational,
understanding, and participating citizens in a
Ndiverse society and an increasingly interdependent

world. To achieve that goal, students need to acquire
knowledge of and to develop an appreciation for the
history of the United States, its government, its legal
system, its basic institutions, its economic system, and
the ideals and traditions that are the basis of
democracy. Students need also to acquire knowledge
of the physical, cultural, and economic geography of
earth and to become conversant with the historical
development and contemporary concerns of the major
cultures in th estern and non-Western worlds.
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Course Description/Social Sciences

Course Title
and LIMA

'lints and
Objectives

of the tvoetti
civilizations course

%1'orlti Eitilizations: History, Geography,
and Conline

itepatmett: social science
Length of Course: one year
.Mailable to Students: Grades nine and ten
/let/aired or Liectite: Required
Preetit;sites: \olio

the course in 11'oId Civilizations: History.
Geography, and (:tiltue offers an ill-depth study of
selected civilizations chosen from the 1Vestern and
non-ll'estern %vorlds. Emphasis should be given to
the study of European culture because of its
significance to the intellectual, political, and social
development of the United States. It is also
important for students to study cultures other
than European in order for them to perceive the
wand as an interdependent community made up
of cultures that have similarities and differences.
The course sli. rill pro', ult. students oppionmities
to compiir and contrast 11'estern and non-VVestern
cultures in tcrins of philosophies, ethical systems,
law, languages literatore, religions, and the arts. It
should enable ,,':111(1 t- to he.onte knovleclgetible
about the historical events that have had an
impact the clevelopment of particular cultures
ancl ti%vare of the contributions of various people
to our ht.itag

The aims ol course in \\Orli! Civilizations:
History, Geography, anti (:tilltire arc:

To recognize our country's connection to
larger historical, geographic, and cultural
structures
'Iii appreciate that societies reflect the
tic Annulated %visclotu and contributions trona
171iIIIN' ell It llres
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Social Sciences/Course Description

Objectives of the
World Chilizations

Course

To appreciate the history, commonalities, and
diversity of \vorld cultures; the reality of
human interdependence; and the need for,
world cooperation

The objectives of the course in World Civilizations
follow, according to each of the three perspectives:

1. Historical Perspective -The student will
demonstrate an understanding of:
a. The major historical concepts that help

explain the past in order to relate the past
to the present and to the future in a study
of continuity and change

b. Information derived from primary and
secondary sources

c. Development of global interdependence
d. Ever changing interrelationships among

nations and peoples
e. Critical events, trends, religions, philo-

sophical movement, and technological
advances that affected the C,.,1.11'SO of
history

Z. Geographic PerspectiveThe student will
demonstrate an understanding of:
a. Maps and globes, map scales, map

symbols, chart graphs, photographs, and
map vocabulary

b. Physical and cultural geographic charac-
teristics of selected 1..gions of the world

c. The relationship between physical
geography and human geography in terms
of changing spatial distributions of people,
their activities, and their interaction with
the natural environment

d. The interaction of culture and technology
in the use and alteration of the physical
environment
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Course Description/Social Sciences

Course Content

3. Cultural PerspectiveThe student will
demonstrate an understanding of:
a. Basic social -institutions (family, church,

school, and so forth) that all cultures
possess, though the characteristics of these
institutions may ditThr and change over
time

b. Art forms and literati' tbrins from various
historical periods in selected cultures

c. Contributions of significant men and
women in the major cultures of the world

d. 'I'he impact of a variety of world cultures
on the United States and California

e. Aspects of our diverse contemporary
culture that have their origins in the great
world civilizations of the past

A. Suggested Cultures or Cultural Areas
1. In preparation for the study of the United

States, emphasis should be given to a study
of the European culture and its heritage
from the classical civilizations

2. It is also important to study other cultures
in depth. Selections may be made from the
following:
a. Asian Pacific (Korea, Philippines, and

Polynesia)
b. China
c. Japan
d. India
e. The Middle East
f. North, Central, and South America
g. Sub-Saharan Africa
h. USSR

B. Suggested Topics Suitable for In- depth,, Studies
of Cultures

1. Historical development and nation building
2. The land and the peoples
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Social Sciences/Course Description

3. Political and economic developments across
time

4. Social and family life, traditional and
modern

5. Language, literature, law, and education
6. Religion and ethics
7. Philosophies, ideologies, and values
S. The artsvisual, pertOrming, and applied

Science, medicine, mathematics, and-
leCi111010gY

10, Status and roles of women
11. Status and roles of nonmajority groups
12. Important men and women
13. Cultural perspectives
14. Cultural change and exchange

Couri Title
and Level

Aims and
Objectives

The United States: Ideals, Institutions,
and Traditions

Departmer t: Social Science
Length of ,nurse: One year
Available o Students: Grade eleven
Require )" or Elective: Required

Prerequisites: None

The development of the ideals, traditions, and
institutions that are unique to our heritage form
the focus for this survey of the history of the.
United States. To understand the role of the
United States in the world requires an historical
study of how and why those ideals, traditions, and
institutions have been formed and reformed. Such
stt dy contributes to the delineation of a realistic
pe'spedtive on the nature of our society. It
fa ilitates an understanding of what experiences
an values we share with other peoples of other
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Course Description/Social Sciences

Aims of The United
States Course

Objectives of The
United States Course

times and places and in what respect we are
different. It selves as the basic background for
understanding the diverse nation in which the
student is to become a responsible citizen.

The aims of the social sciences course, The United
States: Ideals, Institutions, and Traditions, are:

To recognize significant events, major works,
key ideas, and key people in the history of the
United States
To recognize ourselves as Americanswho we
are and how we came to be that way
To appreciate and to develop a commitment
to the ideals, institutions, and traditions of -the
United States'

The student will demonstrate an understavding of
1. Significant events in the history of the

United States
2. Major works, concepts, and principles

expressed in historical documents that have
shaped the development of the United
States, such as the Deglaration of Inde-
pendence, the Constitution, and the Bill
Rights

3. Key ideas in the intellectual history of the
United States that have shaped this nation

4. Contributions of key people and groups that
have shaped the United States

5. Major characteristics and the development of
the American politiCal; governmental, and
legal systems

6. Major characteristics and the development of
the American economic system

7. Importance of geography, abundant
resources, and the frontier to the growth of
the United States
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Social Sciences/Course Description

Course Content

t.

8. Role of the United States and reasons for
assumption of those roles in international
affairs and the impact of world affairs on the
United States

9. Contributions of ethnic, racial, religious, and
other groups to the cultural diversity of the
United States

10. The relationship between studying the ideals,
institutions, and traditions of the United
States and assuming the role of a citizen

A. Some Suggested Topics for an In-depth Study
of the United States
1. Genesis and evolution of American ideals,

institutions, and traditions
2. Unity and diversity among the American

people
3. Americans shaping and reshaping their

environment
4. Forming and reforming American political,

economic, and social institutions
5. Americans asserting their beliefs and values

in action and expressing their beliefs and
values through the arts

6. Viewing the American_ experience in a world
contact

B. Suggested Documents and Works

1. Mayflower Compact
2. Declaration of Independence
3. Articles of Confederation
4. Constitution and the Bill of Rights
5. Federalist Papers
6. Critical addresses, \Presidential messages,

congressional messages, and statements oei

belief
7. Selected literary works
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( Course Description/Social Sciences

C. Contributions by Outstanding Men and Women
and Groups in the Development of the United
States
1.\.Political, military, industrial, and labor

leaders
2. Scientists, inventors, and social leaders
3. Leaderg in religion, philosophy, and the law
4. Educators, artists, writers, architects,

designers, athletes, and musicians

Course Title
and Level

Aims and
Objectives

Aims of the Social
Science Course

Individual Rights and Civic Responsibilities

Department: Social Science,
Length of Course: One year, Part 1Political, Legal, and
Ethical Perspectives; Part 2Economics
Available to Students: Grade twelve
Required or Elective: Required
Prerequisite: The United States: Ideals, Institutions, and
_Traditions

This course is designed for students who are
maturing and preparing to graduate from high
school and to assume additional responsibilities as
citizens. The students taking this course will study
the points of view and major concepts of political_
science and economics, gain an understanding of
the legal system, and develop an appreciation for
ethical considerations supported by the Aineripan
society. Through the study students will leartiV
several ways to solve problems, make decisions,
and participate as an effective citizen of the United
States,

The aims of the social science course, Individual
Rights and Civic Responsibilities, are:
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Social Sciences/Course Description

Objectives of Part 1
of the Social

Science Course

To recognize the political principles,
institutions, and processes that are supported
by effective citizens in American society

To recognize the skills needed to manage
conflict and to participate in the
decision-making process
To appreciate and to develop a commitment
to human dignity, justice, and democratic
processes

In the first part of this social science course,
%vhich covers political, legal, and ethical
perspectives, the.student will demonstrate an
understanding ofi.

I. The rights and responsibilities of individuals
in the United States
Basic principles of American government
expressed or implied in the Declaration of
Independence, the Constitution, court
decisions, and laws

3. Major ideas and historical events from which
the American political system has evolved

4. Organization, functions, and decision-making
processes of the branches of government at
local, state, and national levels

5. Comparisons of the Unites States' system of
government with other systems

G. Electoral process at all levels and the role of
political parties in that process

7. How actions that individuals and groups
take influence the political process

8. Principles underlying law in a free society
9. Principles of ethical behavior

10. The importance of civil liberties and the
protection .of minority views
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Course Description/Somal Sciences

Ohjectilms of Part 2
of the Social

Science Course

11. Values which promote desirable cohesive
and unifying elements in a democratic
political community: justice, truth, equality,
authority, responsibility, participation, respect
for persons and property, personal obligation
for the public good

12. Values which promote desirable pluralistic
and individualistic elements in a democratic
political community: diversity, privacy,
fmedorn, /due process, human rights

13° Tension between individual rights and the
public good

14. Ends and purposes of a society

In the second part of the course, which covers
economics, the student will demonstrate an
understanding of:

1. The historical development and current
operation of the market economy in the
United States

2. Basic economic concepts and the vocabulary
to e vess them

3. How un ited wants and the scarcity of
resources affect consumers, producers, and
government

4. The development and operation of the
government's monetary, taxation, and
regulatory policies and the basic
relationships between government and the
economy in the United States

5. Economic specialization, exchange, and
interdependence in the United States and
throughout the world community

6. Differences and similarities among economic
systems and contemporary economic issues
and problems faced by all societies
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Social Sciencev/Course Description

Course Content

7. Iiistorical development and contemporary
roles of labor, agricultural, and business
organizations

8. Impact of the economic system on persons
of different backgrounds

9. Factors that have contributed to economic
growth in the United States

10. Major contributions of Outstanding
economists, such as Adam Smith, John
Keynes, and Milton Friedman

A. Part 1Political, Legal, and Ethical Perspectives
1. Development of the federal government

a. Need for an organized government in
society

b. U.S. Constitution
c. The Bill ofRights
cf. United States as a representative

democracy
e. United. States as a federal system of

government
2. Structure and function of the federal

government
a. Three branches of government
b. Constitutional checks and balances of

the three branches
c. Flexibility of the Constitution through

interpretation
d. Place of law, the legal system, and the

legal process
e. Role of federal agencies and bureaus
f. Major problems of cost, imbalance of

powers, and increasing bureaucracy
g. Provisions for individual access to the

political system
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Course Description/Social Sciences

.t. Structufr and function of state governments
it. Organization, function, and derivation of

I owers
b. Restructured relationship between the

states and the federal government; and
between the slates and local
governments

c. California: A contemporary.case study
d. Individual initiative and access to the

system
t. Structure and functi-ii of local governments

a. Organization and function of city and
county units

b Special districts and school districts
c. Relationship to state and federal

governments
d. The civil and criminal justice system
e. Continuing issues

Recall, initiative, referendum, and
individual access to local government
units

g. Role of volunteers
5. Decision making in government

a. Setting goals and establishing priorities
b. Development of legislation
c. Individual access to decision-making

process
d. Process of budgeting and financing

government in a democracy
e. Process used to resolve societal problems
f. Regulatory process of bureaucracy

6. Participation as a citizen
a. Political behavior learned at home, at

school, and in the community
b. Characteristics of an individual who is

politically aware
c. Role and function of political parties
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Social Sciences/Course 1)(!:;cription

d Selertion and election of candidates for
public (Mice

I' Importance of mass media
Hie level and qiiality Of response by
government to the needs of its citizens
III), ivsponsil)ililivs of global citizenship

7 Comparison of 1..i' ritiled States as a
constinitional deniocracy %%ill) selected
major political systenis

11. Part 2 Economics
I. 11 by it is lo study economics

it. 1,11(lividuals deal %%Ali a multinult! of
potiontic factors allecting their own
persintal

h. Decisions most be made by citizens on a
variety of economic problems of local,
state, national, and international
significance.

2 definition of economics addressing
specific questions
a, Need for an economic system
b. 11'1)1111)km! %'ants
c. Productive resources: land:natural

resources, labor:human resources,
capital, entrepreneurship

d. Scarcity
e. Opportunity costs personal and societal

Trade-offs
3. S. I(1(. variation in economic systems

(.*.on)inand
caditional

Market
d lielatioriship of economic: systems to

political/social systems: capitalisni,
communism, socialism

e. The changing nature of economic
systems
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Course Description/Socitd Sciences

1. The market system
a. limy a market system resolves basic

economic questions
It. Inlitience.of markets on the use of

resources
5. The modified market economy of the

fortified States
a. IN private enterprise economy
b. Forms of business organization:

proprietorship, partnership, corporate
ownership

c. Critical importance of agriculture
il. Monopoly

6. Influence of markets on the Use of
resources
a. Supply, demand, market prices
b. Effective decision making as a consumer-

and/or producer in markets
c. Role of government: allocation of

msources through taxing and spending
7. Labor markets

a. Supply, demand, wages
b. Types, purposes, and economic effects of

labor organizations
c. Forms of labor-management relations
d. Effective decision making as a worker or

employer in a market
8. Financial markets

a. Saving, borrowing, and market interest
rates

h. Types, purposes, and economic effects of
financial institutions

c. Money, money creation, and the money
multiplier

d. Effective decision making as a borrower
or lender in a financial market

9. The effect of government on markets
a. National economic goals
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Social Sciences/Course Description

b. Price controls; subsidies
c. Regulations, agencies, laws
d. Taxes
e. Extent: result of effective decision making

by citizens in light of such goals as
freedom, efficiercv, scarcity, justice,
stability, and growth

10. Income distribution
a. Market determination of income: wages,

collective bargaining, rent and interest,
faun incomes

b. Government policies
c. Pension effects
d. Intersection of various economic forces

with the different component groups in
the United Stateswomen, minorities,
senior citizens, the disabled

11. Economic growth and stability
a. National economic goals
1). Stabilization

12. Ecoi-ornics for the individual or the family
a. Problems facing the consumer
b. Consumer protection

13. Relationship of the United States to the
international economic system
a. International markets
b. Comparative advantage
c. Costs and benefits of specialization,

exchange, and economic
interdependence

d. Exchange rates
e. Balance of payments
f. Multinational corporations
g. Barriers to world trade
h. Effective decision making as a citizen in

the global economy
i. Economics of developing nations
j. Role of international law
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Visual and
Performing Arts

xperience in thearts develops insights and
abilities which enhance the quality of life.
Because the arts are collectively of the most

important repositories of culture; nu: - udy is a
principal means for understanding ourselves and
others. Furthermore, the study of aesthetic qualities in
artistic and natural forms and the opportunity for
imaginative expression prepare students to participate
in the cultural life of th communitip,. The arts
enable students to appi ii other aspects of life and
learning with increased knowledg,(:, sensitivity, and
understanding.
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Visual and Performing Arts/Course Description

Course Title
and Level

,lints, Objectives
and Course

Content

of lilt Visual
and Peri,,wming

Arts Course

Visual and Performing Arts, Secondary

Department: Vine Arts Idance drama Theativ, music,
visual aro
Length of Course: One .var of an ntegmted course 'or
one semester eachl of any two of t le following: dance,
drama theattv, music. or art
.1vailable to Students: Grades nine through twelve
Required or Phu:live: Ilequilvd unless the student, prior
to) entering high school. passed a course that the high
school has crtitied as equivalent to its visual and
performing arts course: or required unless the student
has demonstrated proficiency in visual and perlOrmiug
arts by passing an appropriate test
Prerequisites: None

The student will he able to demonstrate aesthetic
perceptions that will stimulate imagination,
divergent thinking, and creativity as well as impact
all areas of learning. The student will have the
opportunity for creative expression, which includes
originating, creating, performing, and interpreting.
file student will acquire it multicultural arts
heritage and an understanding of the effect of the
arts on society, past and present. Through study
and experience, the student will he able to develop
criteria for arriving at personal judgments about
the arts.

The aims of the visual and performing arts course
are:

To recognize the .importane of the' arts in our
daily lives ,

To appreciate the "creativeness ill all of us

'Co he given opportunities to develop a sense
of self-contidence and of self-worth



Course Description Aisnal and Performing Arts

(thjecthes
for Dailey

Course Co client
ior Dance

Students will demonstrate an understanding of:
I lire communicative potential of body

nmvonlent as im9furniers and as inembes of
an audience

2. ['urial elernents of cianre ant; 11()%v theV are
organized to evoke responses

3. Skills and techniques to create, represent,
and respond to ideas and feelings through
movement

11).

1. Theories anti styles of dance within various
historical and cultural contexts, identifying
the variety of ways in which11 dance gives
form to personal beliefs and social values

3. Dance works in relation to dramalheatre,
literature, music, and visual art within
similar historical and cultural circumstances

ti Criteria for making critical judgments about.
the form, content, technique, style. anti
purpose of dance works and pertimances

Perception of Aesthetic (jualities
I. Response to sensory stimuli, such as sight,

sound, and touch
2. l)istinction between sensory, expressive, and

technical properties in dance works
B. Formal Llements of 1)ance and Technical

Aspects of Nlovernent
I. Cross-forms

a. Space
I). Time
c. Energy:force:dynamics

2. Choreography
a. Theory
h. Styles
c. Techniques, vocabulary
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Visual and Performing Arts /Course Description

Objectives for
. Drama,.Theatre

C. Variety of Dance Forms in Individual, Ensemble,
and Group Settings, Which May Include:
1. Warm-ups and aerobics
2. Modern
3. Ballet
4. Jazz
5. Folk-ethnic
6. Tap
7. Ballroom

D. Periods and Styles tVithin Various Historical
and Cultural Contexts

E. Dance as an Art in Relationship to Other
Art Forms
1. Drama/theatre
2. Music
3. Visual art

F. 11ewing
1. Sharing observations
2. Recognizing what has been learned
3. Comparing dance works
4. Developing critical thinking

G. Appreciation
I. Enjoyment
2. Talking and writing about dance works
3. Integration into one's daily life

Students will demonstrate an understanding of:

1. The communicative potential of drama/
theatre activities as performers and as members
of an audience

2. Formal elements of drama/theatre and how
they are organized to evoke responses

3. Skills and techniques to create, represent,
and to communicate attitudes, emotions,
information, and concepts through
drama/theatre experiences
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Lou 'se Description/Visual and Performing ArtS

(: se Content for
Urania. Theatre

4. Drill nil/theatre, pitSt ancl present, %vithin
various historical and cultural contexts,
identifying the 'ariely of ways in which
drama/theatre adds to personal beliefs ;And
social values

5. Drama/theatre works in relation to dance,
literature, poetry, music, and visual art
%vithin similar historical and cultural
circumstances

6. Criteria ton' making critical judgments about
the form, content, technique, style, and
purpose of drama/ theatre productions

A. Perception of Aesthetic: Qualities
' 1. Response to sensciry stimuli, such as sight,

.sounctand touch
2. Distinction between sisory, expressive, and

technical properties in drama/theatre works
B. Formal Elements and Technical Aspects of

Draina/Theatre
1. Skills needed to prepare a finished

production
a. Structure
b. Form
c. Style
d. Unity
e. Variety
f. Rhythm
g. Proportion
h. Balance
i. Emphasis
j. Script

2. Collaborative nature of theatre
a. Performer
b. Environment
c. Audience
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Visual and Performing Arts/Course Description

L.

Objectives
for Music

\'ariety of Drama Theatre Experiences, 1Vhich

May 111011de:
1. Acting

a. Monologue
I). Pantomime
c. Ensemhle scenes

2. Producing
a. SCAM() design
I). COS111111()

c. Make -up
d. Electronic devices; e.g., light. sound
c. \I:ruing
f. Nlanagiilg

D. Periods and Styles \'ithin Various Historical
and Cultural Contexts

E. Drama. Theatre as an Art in Relationship
to Other Art Forms
1. !lance
2. Musk:

F.

visual

1. Sharing observations
2. Recognizing what has been learned
3. Comparing drama/theatre works
4. Developing critical thinking

(;, Appreciation
1. Enjoyment
2. Talking and writing about dramaitheate

works
3, Integration into one's daily life

Students will den -)Mrate an understanding of:

1. The con unicative potential Of musical
experiences as performers and listeners

2. Formal elements of music and how they are
organized to evoke responses
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Course Description 'Visual and Performing Arts

Cour''se Content
for jMusic

3. Skills and techniques to listen, read, and %%Tile
music vocal and instrumental

t. Literature, theory, and purposes of music in
the various historical and cultural contexts
and %vill identity the variety of Ways in which
music gives form to personal beliefs and
social %allies

5, Musical works in relation to dance,
drama;theatm, literature, poetry, and visual
art made within similar historical and cultural
circumstances
Criteria for making critical judgments about
the limn, content, technique, style, 5nd
purpose of musical compositions and
performances

A. Musical Techniques and Skills, with an Under-
standing of the Principles Which Underlie Them
1. Sound generation
2. 'Notation

B. Formal Elements of NIusic and Technical
Aspects of Listening to and Performing Musical
Works
I. Pitch
2. Rhythm
3. Ftermony
4. Form
5. Texture
6. Tempo
7. Dynamics
8. Timbre

C. Variety of Musical Forms, Which May Include:
I. Voice

a. Solo
b. Choral

2. Instrumental
a. Orchestra

. b. Band
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Visual and Performing Arts/Course Description

Objecihesi for
Visual Art

D. Periods and Styles Within Various Historical
and Cultural Contexts

E. Iklusic as an Art in Relationship to Other
Art Fonns
1. Dance
2. Drama /theatre
3. Visual art

F. Viewing and Listening
1. Sharing observations
2. Recognizing what has been learned
3. Cciinpating musical works
4. Developing critical thinking

G. Appreciation
1. Enjoyment
2. 'Talking and writing about musical works
3. Integration into one's dail,, life

The student will demonstrate an understanding of:

1. The communicative potential of visual art as a
nonverbal (universal) language

2. Visual qualities and how they are organized
to evoke responses to works of art, nature,
and the everyday environment

3. Skills to create, represent, and interpret ideas
and feelings through art media while utilizing
the language and structure of art

4. Artistic accomplishments within various
historical and cultural contexts and will
identify the variety of ways in which visual art
gives form to personal beliefs and social
values

5. Visual art works in relation to dance,
drama/theatre, literature, poetry, and music
within similar historical and cultural
circumstances
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Cou Descriptioq../yisuai and Performing Arts

Course COnien f

for Visual Art

6. Criteria titr making judtgnients about the Ibrm,
content, technique, style, and purpose of
varied works of visual art

Perception of Aesthetic qualities
1. Describing sensory characteristics
2. Distinguishing between sensory, formal,

expressive, and technical properties in works
of art

3. Observing differences between sign, symbol,
and metaphor

B. Formal Elements of Visual Art
1. Line
2. Form
3. Space
4. Color
5. Value
6. Texture
7. Pattern
8. Balance
9. Repetition

10. Variation
11. Rhythm

C. klariely of Experiences with Art Media, Which
May Include:

1. Drawing
2. Painting
3. Graphic arts
4. Photography
5. Electronic imagely
6. Environmental art
7. Architecture
8. Sculpture
9. Ceramics, fibre, glass

10. Landscape design
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Visual and Performing Arts/Course Description

I). Periods and Styles 'i t hit) 1'arions Historical and
ti !val Contexts

E. Visual Art in Relationshi to Other it Forms

1. Dance
2. Drama 'theatre
3. NI osie

F. Viewing and listening
1. Sharing observations
2. Recognizing what has been learned
3. Coiiling visual art works
4. Developing critical thinking

G. Appreciation
I. Enjoyment
2. Talking and %vriting about art works
3. Integration into one's daily life
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Appendix A
History of the Development of the Model
Graduation 11equi0P1iien t s

,1:0000, , 1980

August, 1980

October, 1980

Angus', 1982

I

Slate guard 1)1 I.tluraliun held initial discussion oil
secondarx curriculum.

Itnard tortued 57-niinher task group on :secondary
schools.

Coalition for Interniediipe and S/Tondary Education
linprokeinent \vas form (I, ith represeotation Irian the
tolloving organizations inn' groups:

Assoriation ul Citiversity 1Vninen
\ssociation of California School Administrators
\ssociation School Districts

California Association of Compensatory Education
California Association of Large Suburban

School Ifistricts
ciilifornia Congress of Parents, Teachers,

and Students, lite.
Federation of Teachers

California tiotitul Table on Educational ()pportunify
California School Boards Association
(:alifornia State Board of Education
California State I)epartment of Education
Calif;:nia Teachers ,,isociittion
League of 1Vonien Voters
United Teachers of Los Angeles

Ann Leit%'emvorth, President of the Board, appointed tile
inerribers of the (:onituittee on the Master Plan for
Excellence in (:alifornia Schools:

Henry Alder, 'Chair
1 \, n(1\ Allyn (student member of ow Board
Josie Bain
Ann Leaven\voth

\()I ( Hugh rriltlman looled the cominithq. as all (' (Mirk/
11111111/1' ill JalllIaly. 198:4. %Oit he Immune the now l'ivsitit.ot
of !he fioitrai
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ppelicli%

111.1n19., 1982

\t",,,,,,b1.1% 19)42

1/eremite'', 19h2

1 ehrtial %pH),
1983

April 19M3

June, 19143

tit n\, 11tIIII till ( (meet 111()1(1 ,1,11i)(11

reiiimeinenls \\ as sent 1,1 all ilisliirts
.,thools

\1.1`.11.1 ( 111111111i114 11111 \\1111 IIie

01111 SIIPPIrIli111411

III ((LIU III',( 111'4111
1.1'1111111'1111'll1,

1)1,111 tit innilel graduation reiliminiri11, tt,l, aepleil
011' RI(.111/

1)(11)111' ))1.,11'ii/Af, 1(11 1/11)1H(Sd mitile1 ratlnaUutl
refinbemeni, \\ cry

Sacramento. February !I
Burbank, Februar 17

lcliiirary
\larh 8

I ns \ngele!, \l,e'elt
ur I ranris11). \Lull' 17

Ilik ersitle, Nhich
tiau Ihegu, \larh 25
ki)Ins. \pull 13

\t lta,t 25 1101' )1'111 Ith
1.41.1)(11), and it idividuitIN. ma1er.a1 and

leslimuny received al public 11(%trifi1;N anti tlicelings

\\ere stinimaiAcd, and prvwfitc(1 I() thIC

MilS(Cr (.1)111111(ilre.

\laster 11:111 1,(111111111lee Met (\Vie \\Al ClIrrie111(1111
1(111111118s1011 I() plan re\181(111S (if
requiremeiw,, 1{o\ 'skins oro omploted

\I"11(1 grodwItioll 114111ilvinollts vriv a1)1)1.0%1't1

unanimously by, the Slate lloart.1 1)1.1.:(111(7ati(m.
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Appendix 13
Descriptions of Optional Courses

tine-.

,011l'se Titit
anti IAt

\lin, and
lbjerth es

Objethe% (Di
Pre lige h ra

l're- \11_2,ehra, Secoiriar

Ilepatment:
I ngfli of ( (1111' s it

11.111:Thlf (,, It; unit 111,

(if l.lecti%( 1.1e(

1'reryll.,11(..: Si, ,,'!'1.(1111111's It11' 1.1111\ 1111,1 111:411 ',HMV!

M.11111'1110111', !,111111.,

File purpose 01 Ire algebra is to help students cleelop
moldier sense aocj basic skills: thus the emphasis
should I on problem solving. .\ppliyations he
related to the vuirld at %%oil anti prmid opportunities

stkidnts to fie\ ('11/1) 11111111)1'1' sense and to Ivork villi
nule numbers, deciinak. percents. \ am!

(1)(monts,
dud proportions, 12,eointrie measurement. and statistic-,

1 he ,:Ills of Ow course in pre-algebra
ro iopalisizi algebraic co.lcpt.,
I 0 t.ecogitize 'the ipplications his

SCit'llUe and other areas

I apprecHte the importance of mathematics to
sok ing c:\ cla. problems

..-atidnts demonstrate an understanding or.

1 l'reiott. courseINork in mathematics
2.. ..\i/.4ehraie concepts

:1. 1'1161()-solving skills

-4 l.stimating and testing the accurac% of calculations

S. Applications 01 skills to 'real Ivorltr
situations
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Appendix B

Course (.onteitt

Cm..se el

avid
04)'erf.:ces

%hie, r1Y 1.1gtiira

ill of bittiii skills needed as
I

ewe-nes hi. entry into school mathematics
lnc,-; isee page 3 by applying them to realistic
Aein-, of interest to students

Intiode, bur? of !-.implr aspects of the beginning of
topics A through 1. from tht

course r :stem of Alt.,,ehra I

se ot !lit and the compote,' to expedite
.iiit lair4er,, of the liti-,it ali4orithar, has

heto dmonhitmed

Ihic.ii-yueur %I;

One %.:ti

rile r,r Shutouts: (;rmi( ilin)ugh rtwhe

I

Hie ia,!po,;,., algehra is to help students organize
theft 11tioAfits and develop number sense to solve
prolilcin:. that %%ill be,encountered in everyday life and
thai pvepare them to continue in their studies in
inairenla!i,, and the sciences. The students %yin be
able to iIii1. master the 11111(1;1111(%111S Of algebra,

equations, eXpOlielliti, radicals, grilohs,
iw,1 kilt/1)1o\ ntuitliers, %%filch %yin assist %vith the
,ollition of quadratic equations and systems of
quadratic: equations. The students %%ill also be
introduced to such topics as logarithms. the binomial
theolvm, arithmetic ant.] geometric. prog,ressions, and the
concept of it function. The students %yin be able to use
calculators and computers in solving problems, and
they %%111 also learn hovv to make estimates and
approximations in order to be able to determine
whether solutions obtained are reasonable.

The aims of Algebra II are:
To emphitsi/e algebraic and geometric. concepts

To recognize applications of mathematics to science
an(1 other areas
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Objvctit klgelyra 11

Course Coittein

Appendix 8

To appreciate the inqinrIonre niathentatic to

111/4 "'T\ 'Id.% I "1)1(11"'

I he ,ttitlent denionstrate an

I Pre\ ions cotirsoo In mot Item:ilk's
1Igcbraic. geometric. and trigonometric concepts

3 Problem-solving skills

I kstimating tinit te--.1ing the arcurttcv (0 calculation:,
\potratlim.., (); nlatneoldlii skill, to re,d odd
sitti.Ltions

SimpliliCalloll is

13 Fractional Fnonents 'ttlicals
Alisniilite Valli(' anti Inequalities

) )peraliolis oil Polynomials

I. ()(latiralie E(fuations: U.ompletion of the SIiiare.
()(iailra(. ItI t mula. Properties ol Hoofs

0)1,111('
()(1.1(1rol Inr /Hall! is
(raphing !Aiwa! anti ()tiatirolic FtInclions and

Inetitialitivs; Delermination anti lnlrprelalien ut

Slopes

I Solutions of Failiations Rational l'Apressi(tns

.1 .S\ steins of Linear Ftliiation:-; Tvt't) anti Ilire(1/4,
l'anosits Homogeneous 1)pelident, and
Inconsistent Systems

h. Pith nurnial Equations

I. Binomial Illeorein
N,1 ..ritlinielic and Geometric Sequences anti Series

Exponential and Logarithmic Functions and
1,qc boils

() The ('Hitt rfit. Inc lulling (:ompo...ations anti
Imerse Functions; Arithmetic' ()pertilions
Functions

1'. Solution of %Von] Problems, Including Estimation
and Approximation
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Appendix B

lints 4)) ehe
tPIthability, and

gtati4ti, (:41(ir,e.

(lbjtcthe., nl the
Po!):Ibilit and

ciur,e

Course tIulvInt

I he Cntlise \\ill lahle sh.I tits II) 1111(11T,Italld lilt
it pruhahilik Irnnt an empirical vimvpuitit,

le,t(ling In the de\ cinpmeill ()I the prubahilihes

h,(,ed nn niethud. (II ( minting nul()41e5. 11th

preprugramined calulittnrs and imiptiters is

1,1:11)(11aged in the \ attics

and other tedintis nniptitations \vhich tend
nhstales In learning the mathematical cuncepts. The
,ttidents understanding and appreciatinn tit utiepts
neessity\ lilt- waking decisions trout data ari
emphasized mei inathematical de\ elnpment ul Int-1110,y-

thenrenis

I he aims of till p,nhithilit mid statistics ntirse ;'e-

ro emphasize prnhaIN tic atilt statistical cinicepts

'In recngniz the appliatinffs ni matheinatius icl
science and ()thy iiieas

I." (1('"1"1) tut- II"' inilmwlail" (I1
'Huh:11)110y and statistics In solving e\ erydit
puihlenis

1 hi, student \vill .111 understanding

I Pre\ imis (litirse\v(irk in matheinalicN
and statistical lincepl,.

.1 Pr(ibleni-solving skills
k.stimating and testing the accuracy of calculatinns

1ppliatinns nt. mattwiiiittical :,k II, II) real 1Y1Wili

situaNnns

.\ INTImitittimis

It Lt(1111)111ati()IIN

of 11 SiMple Olt

I; !:ntlliriral DelerIllitlati(111 of PrOhahil

I.. hiclusie ents

P. Indepentienl and Dependent Evenls

rheorech
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Appendix B

It I recto e itc. Distrilititions and Their liepesentations
h I ahles and (;rittil;

I Nleastitys of Central Tendency Median, and
Modal and Dispersion Variance, and
Standard l)viation)

.1. Ihe Binomial Distribution
K I he Normal I)istrilmtion
I. Intuitit. Sense of Randomness

Sampling Technigties

I esting Simple Statistical Ilypothese,
liegression mid Correlation, and the significance ot a
Correlation
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Appendix H

Selected List of State Department
of Education Publications

Curriculum
Fraineworks

rriculii m
Handbooks

The follmving Stale Department of Education
publications are available for use in Illannint;
district s(:llool programs:

) Ii,h /1.a ng ti age Fra m ewo rk for (:alifornia Public
Shodis (10761

Foreign Language 1 ramework for Calikirnia
Schools 119801

Health Instruction Framinvork for California Otic
Schools 119781

History-Social Science Framework for California Public
Schools 119811

Mathematics FrameNvork and 1980 Addendum tilt
California Public Schools 119821

Ph,,ical Education Framework for California Public
Schools 11973r

Heading Framevork fr.:. California Public Schools 119801
Science FrarneNvork fr California Public Schools 119781
Visual and Performing Arts Framework California

Public Schools I 19821

American Indian Education Handbook 119821
Handbook for Planning an Effective Mathematics

Program 11982)
Handbook for Nanning, an 4f1ective Heading Program

119791

Handbook In Planning an Effective 1Vriting Pro,,)an
119831

Independent Study: New PaIhNva_vs to Knowledge
Through Contract Learning (brochure) 119811

Science Education for the 1980s 119821
'.)..,::(lards for Evalliaenn of Instructional Materials with

iiespect to Social Content )19821
Statement on Competencies in English and .Mathematics

:Expected of Entering Freshmen 11982)

\ 1118.1 ttfillon Is 44)

94
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Curriculum
Handbooks

!Width. Sit ,

anti Drug Etittei tt
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